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May 2016

Collas Crill has advised Green & Smart Holdings plc on its listing on the London Stock Exchange's AIM market.

Green & Smart Holdings plc is the Jersey holding company of the Green & Smart company group, which is engaged in the Malaysian
Renewable Energy Sector.

By participating in the production of electricity through Biogas Power Plants which convert the waste produced by Palm Oil Mills, G&S
is seeking to take advantage of Malaysian governmental policy towards increasing the production of electricity through renewable
energy sources.

Over the last thirty years, G&S has undertaken and completed numerous projects in Asia, including the construction and delivery of four
Biogas capture facilities for Felda Palm Industries Sdn Bhd. This is a subsidiary of Felda Global Ventures, which is the world’s largest
crude Palm Oil producer, and the world’s largest palm oil plantation operator based on planted hectares.

The Collas Crill team comprised of group partner, Leon Santos, and associate, Simon Heggs.

Collas Crill group partner Leon Santos said: "We are delighted to have been involved in this transaction and it demonstrates our
expertise in capital markets deals from SE Asia. G&S' strong fundamentals highlights the quality of businesses from Asia that are
now listing in London. The London Stock Exchange continues to offer a competitive market with attractive valuations. Jersey is also
well recognised as a domicile for cross border transactions such as this."

Collas Crill have close links with participants in the equity capital markets space in SE Asia, particularly Malaysia. This global presence
provides responsive and clear advice to support transactions across all time zones.
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